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Abstract.
A general-homology spectral sequence that generalizes the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence is established between the intersection of a family of subspace pairs and the system of partial unions of the family. The basis of the construction is a topological analogue of the "bar construction" of homological algebra.
We shall show here that a finite family 0>={(Xi, A¿)\i e 1} of subspace pairs1 in a space X have, for each general homology theory h*, a spectral sequence (a) E£, ~ e h, (u x{, u a) => /.,_" (n x* n a) (i<=/), Ns being (number of members in s)-1. This is just the spectral sequence of a cover with the roles of union and intersection interchanged. Its connection with the Mayer-Vietoris sequence will be examined below, and we shall derive from it the spectral sequence of the homology sheaf of AT.
Construction of (a). Start with any finite set U (= the universe) that contains / as a subset, and define (using T to denote the based unit interval, while Aj Y=YJ/{r] e YJ\* er¡J} for based spaces Y and finite sets J) Vs = A 3T A A F (se U),
«cl;Ns*=n s L = L° = X X C U U U X* X Vs.
We require 1^ 0 but permit U=I. Caution. Here d is used in the context of based spaces, so ddT={*}, not 0. The formulas for the spectral sequence are as follows (as in [1, p. 108 ff.] for any filtered space):
Lr-i =-r,-;-r;-;-in, i e Z; r = 1, 2, Proof. For the square involving ôn for some n, O^n-^NI, we consider an arbitrary element of C"(^; h¡i\J • )) of the form #(i*; Ö) defined as follows: /* is a numbering of a subset sc/ with Ns=n, 6 belongs to
hjiijs Xt, Us A¡), and %{'*', d)u'=+_0 or 0, depending upon whether z'i is an even or odd permutation of it or not a permutation of /*, respectively. onxi¡*; o) = 2¿e/-s x(''*', 8\x"'' A"'*). In . Then, (-iy-*-i/»>«+' induces an isomorphism F";3-►F^" (n,jeZ; r=l, 2, • • •) that carries </"., into «#j?, <&" (for r= 1) into'<D+", etc., as required. We assume that a% =a*a.
Functoriality.
Constructing (a) is more difficult than constructing the spectral sequence of a cover in that the underlying spaces (b) do not depend functorially on (Ar, /, 0). U has been introduced as a remedy.
We assume that a morphism from (X, /, 0) to another such triple (y, /, Si), 3. being a finite family { ( to be denoted h*if; f)).
Let primes signify the ( Y, J, =2)-version of the notions (b)-(e). To show that (c), T#, O* depend functorially on (X, I, 0), we need only produce a homomorphism of (c) to (c') which, when considered along with C*if; it) and A*(/; f|). maPs ^*, $* t0 ^*> $i* respectively. It is easy to see that this map of (c) to (c') is a fortiori unique and functorially dependent on the morphism (/; 77).
We start by assuming U'=U=>I®J. Define m:AXJ Ts-Ajj F to be the The homology sheaf. Let 0={iX, A u(AT-t/¿))|' 6 F}=^* for some finite open cover <%={Ui\ie 1} of X, A being some subspace. Evidently hJdXt,n^ =h¿X,A), C*i0cu;h¿\}-)) = C*ioU;h*-A), where h*,A is the graded presheaf {h*iX, A\JiX-0))|open tV^x}. Thus, we obtain a spectral sequence (f) E£, « //"(*; fcf "*) => h/-»(X> ^)-
